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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED  104-10088-10315
ICIMPROVE

1. ACC RELAY OT 1 OCT AMER MALE WHO SPOKE BROKEN RUSSIAN SAID HIS NAME IS OSWALD (Famously) MARRIED TO AN EGG WORLD ON 22 SEP, WHEN SPOKE WITH CONSUL WHO HE CLAIMED BE ANGERED. KOSTOKOV. SUBJ ASK SOY

   GUARD IVAN GROSZKOV WHO ANSWERED, IF THERE ANYTHING NEW BE TELEGRAM TO WASHINGTON, GROSZKOV UPON CHECKING SAID NOTHING RECEIVED YET, BUT REQUEST

   HAD BEEN SENT.

2. HAVE PHOTOS MALE APPEARS BE AMERICAN DATING SUMMER 1216 HOURS,

   LEAVING 12:22 ON 1 OCT. APPARENT AGE 35, AVERAGE BUILD, CIRCA 6 FEET, RECEIVING

   HAIRLINE, BUSHY TOP. WORE EELS AND SHORT SHIRT. SOURCE: LEDA.

3. NO LOCAL DISSENT.
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